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Almighty God,
whose Son revealed in signs and miracles
the wonder of your saving presence:
renew your people with your heavenly grace,
and in all our weakness
sustain us by your mighty power.

Our text today may be found in Matthew chapter 4 and verse 19:
“Follow me and I will make you fish for people.”

When you were young, did you learn things off by heart ? Learning things by rote
has real merit. When you’re older, you have a store of quotations to treasure, to
make you smile in their recall. So it was as a boy, I learnt the chorus ‘I will make
you fishers of men’ which I could sing now, if you like, but I’ll spare you that
pleasure ! The difference between the King James Bible and the one we use in
church, the NRSV – the New Revised Standard Version - is a difference of time and
culture. In the contemporary version, ‘people’ is substituted for ‘men’, the better
to capture the all-inclusive nature of the Greek word used here - 
(anthropos).

In a modern context, ‘people’ rather than ‘men’ is a more accurate

and more effective translation but, to my ear, it lacks a certain ‘je ne sais quoi’ –
perhaps something to do with the rhythm of the phrase and where the stress falls
or is it simply I like what I know and remember from when I was boy ?
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Last week, we looked at John’s account of the calling of the first five disciples.
The one we’ve just heard today, according to Matthew, is very different. If John,
the beloved disciple, was in fact the other unnamed disciple of John the Baptist,
pointed by him in Jesus’ direction as ‘the Lamb of God’, then John was there at the
time and Mathew, of course, wasn’t. But that said, fact is we have two differing
accounts of their calling.

Matthew has real merit because it is rooted in what

Andrew and Simon Peter, James and John did for a living – they were fishermen.
Jesus picks up on the image of what they are doing by challenging them to do
something new -

“Follow me and I will make you fish for people.”
“Follow me and I will make you fishers of men.”

Don’t you love it ? The fishermen are called to be fishers for men – the word play
is great - but then I love puns !

And so begins a new life for these four young men. Their nets are left behind in
their boats and they go away with Jesus to learn a new way of life, dedicating their
life to bringing people - men, and women and children - to a fresh understanding
of the living God who loves them.

I’d like to end my sermon this morning by briefly considering what brings about
this new life.

At the start of today’s gospel, Jesus’ message to the people is

encapsulated by a single, simple sentence, echoing the words of his cousin John
the Baptist: ‘Repent, for the kingdom of heaven has come near.’ Jesus’ challenge
to us is for us to rethink. To think again how we make sense of things. Repent
can mean ‘to feel contrition, sorrow or regret for something one has done or left
undone’.

Repentance is a recognition of past wrong-doing, being sorry and
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desiring to try to be better in the future.

The Greek word for repentance,

 (metanoeo), means to have a change of mind, another mind, to think
differently.

And there we have it !

What Andrew and Peter, James and John did was to

respond to Jesus’ call to follow him by starting to see things differently, by having
a change of mind, a new way of making sense of life. And what they subsequently
believed as a result transformed their lives and the lives of those they touched.

The challenge of today’s text is clear: our lives can be changed by a change of
mind. So what would it take to make us see things differently ? The older we
get, the harder it is to change but if that change is for the better, then perhaps we
will have the energy and enthusiasm at least to try – God –willing !

I have spoken in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit,
Amen.
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